
 Ù Outdoor Environmental Classroom
AMOUNT: $3,990 | SCHOOL: SALT BROOK 

With the renovation of the Salt Brook courtyard, there is 
space to create a learning environment to include tables, 
seating, outdoor chalkboards, etc., creating an educational, 
eco-friendly and inspiring outdoor learning environment 
for students and teachers at Salt Brook School. This grant 
will complete the renovation and make it a fully functional 
interactive outdoor learning environment. 

 Ù Fidgets for Focus
AMOUNT: $469 | SCHOOL: SALT BROOK

Fidgets are self-regulating tools to help with focus, 
attention, calming, and active listening. Fidget 
tools provide students with small objects that can 
be squeezed, pulled or moved around as the child 
listens to the teacher. 

 Ù Google Expedition: Virtual Learning
AMOUNT: $9,999 | SCHOOL: SHARED ITEM 
          AMONG ALL SCHOOLS

Google expedition is a virtual reality teaching tool 
that lets teachers lead or join immersive virtual trips 
all over the world. It allows students to get up close 
to historical landmarks, dive underwater and visit 
outer space! Teachers act as a “guide” to lead class-
room-sized groups of “explorers” through collections 

of 360-degree 3D images while being immersed in various 
environments. This technology will be introduced at Salt 
Brook and then shared across grade levels and schools.

 Ù The Focus Desk Project
AMOUNT: $2,630 | SCHOOL: SALT BROOK

Quite often students are in motion and need movement 
to increase focus. Traditional desks may make students 
feel boxed in, bringing out distracting behaviors. Focus 
desks provide students an opportunity to stand at their 
desk during instruction and work time. 

 Ù Libraries Transforming Communities
AMOUNT: $4,779 | SCHOOL: SALT BROOK

Salt Brook’s Media Center is undergoing renovation in 
phases, this project focuses on providing a functional, 
welcoming and comfortable environment by creating 
various learning spaces. With a newly renovated layout, 
the addition of various seating will provide durable, 
sturdy and moveable options encouraging accountability, 
creativity, initiative, growth and problem solving.

 Ù Stem Open-Ended Building 
AMOUNT: $305 | SCHOOL: SALT BROOK

Using Brackitz, a building block kit, students explore 
using open-ended projects. They are encouraged to 
build and experiment with block play, which encourages 
problem solving and collaboration. 

 Ù Robots and Coding in the 2nd Grade
AMOUNT: $4820 | SCHOOL: SALT BROOK

The purchase of Ozobots, little robots, incorporate 
technology into real world applications and enhances 
the developing STEM 
program. These tiny 
robots have sensors 
that respond according 
to specifi c colors that 
are drawn on paper on 
an iPad. Students can 
program the robots to 
move in di� erent ways 
according to the color 
combination.
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 Ù Oh, the Places You’ll go...A College Fair
AMOUNT: $750 | SCHOOL: HIGH SCHOOL

This grant enables the New Providence Guidance 
Department to host a college fair, with the goal of 
bringing 100 college representatives to New Prov-
idence, which will increase the exposure of our 
students to a more varied group of colleges and 
univ ersities. 

 Ù FLIR One and LabQuest Stream
AMOUNT: $2,795 | SCHOOL: HIGH SCHOOL

Using FLIR (Forward Looking Infra-Red) ONE cameras 
along with a free Thermal Analysis App, students can 
observe temperature changes on the skin, illustrate 
convection, track heating due to friction, compare 
heat convection, analyze the transparency of mate-
rial and much more. In addition, 6 Vernier LabQuest 
Streams will be purchased to interface with existing 
probes, sensors and iPads to allow data recording in 
any location.

 Ù Stage Floor Up Grade
AMOUNT: $6,400 | SCHOOL: HIGH SCHOOL

Over the past several years, with the help of the 
NPEF, the lighting console, upgraded sound system 
and overhead rigging have all dramatically improved 
the technical capabilities of our auditorium. This grant 
will remove the existing fl oor panels and replace 
them with all new fl ooring on and o�  stage.

 Ù Putting an ‘A’ into the STEM 
of Biomedical Engineering 
AMOUNT: $1,963 | SCHOOL: HIGH SCHOOL

The purchase of 15 Scribbler 3D pens exposes students 
in the engineering design process and the integral part 
prototyping plays in this process. These pens intro-
duce students to the concepts of tissue engineering 

and synthetic organs. They also allow students to design 
their own solutions to biomedical engineering problems. 

 Ù Biomedical Engineering at the 
Liberty Science Center
AMOUNT: $1,934 | SCHOOL: HIGH SCHOOL

From a theatre at LSC, students gaze through a video 
conference “window” into the operating room and 
converse with doctors from the fi rst incision to the last 
suture. During this time, LSC facilitators move among 
students in the theatre-shaping conversation, structuring 
questions and passing around models of human organs 
under discussion. 

 Ù Micro Dome: A Portal to 
Viewing the Universe
AMOUNT: $900 | SCHOOL: MIDDLE SCHOOL

Imagine bringing the Hayden Planetarium into a class-
room.... Well, this presentation does just that! This 
technology-based presentation integrates scientifi c 
content with science and math practices, cross-cutting 
concepts and engineering principles so students can 
see the interrelated nature of the 4 STEM subjects while 
investigating the solar system.

 Ù Robots: Programming and 
Building the Future
AMOUNT: $5,058 | SCHOOL: MIDDLE SCHOOL

The age of Personal Robotics is rapidly approaching, 
which includes new technology such as the Nest Ther-
mostats, Roomba Vacuum or Google’s Self-Driving Car. 
Today’s students should develop a conceptual under-
standing of how to use and program the myriad of 
robots that will soon be intimately involved in their lives. 
The EZ-Robot is an engaging educational program for 
building robots and comes with extensive online support.

 Ù Anne Frank: Living Voices
AMOUNT: $1,656 | SCHOOL: MIDDLE SCHOOL

A dramatic performance will reinforce the themes that 
are taught at the middle school and immerse students 
further into the story of Anne Frank. 

 Ù International Festivall: 
“A Taste of Iberia”
AMOUNT: $2,800 | SCHOOL: MIDDLE/HIGH SCHOOL

During this festival, students and members of the commu-
nity will have the opportunity to engage and become 
acquainted with culturally diverse practices and products 
of Spain and Portugal. Cultural displays, live music, food 
and authentic dance will combine to create engaging 
activities for students and community members. 

 Ù Exploring Music Through 
Hands-on Performance 
AMOUNT: $2,325 | SCHOOL: MIDDLE SCHOOL

Students in the 8th Grade Music Mod will increase their 
hands-on approach to music by utilizing ukuleles during 
instruction. The goal of this project is to give all students 
a performing outlet and experience with an instrument. 

 Ù Enhancing the STEM Library
AMOUNT: $1,371 | SCHOOL: ALLEN W. ROBERTS

Listening to and reading stories engages us in new 
topics as we are drawn into high interest literature. This 
project will increase student interest and awareness of 
STEM topics through the use of storybooks and high 
interest nonfi ction. 

 Ù Therapeutic Games
AMOUNT: $270 | SCHOOL: ALLEN W. ROBERTS

Many students face academic, social, emotional, and 
behavioral challenges in school. The hands-on thera-
peutic games in this grant engage student’s attention 
while fostering specifi c skills. The goal for these 
resources is to help student’s develop and strengthen 
pro-social behaviors including but not limited to, impulse 
control, anger management, perspective taking, self- 
esteem, problem solving and social decision-making. 

 Ù You Complete Me...iPads
AMOUNT: $3,006 | SCHOOL: ALLEN W. ROBERTS

To help provide meaningful technology opportunities, 
this grant will provide 6 new iPads, keyboards and 
cases for the library. By placing them there, students 
and teachers will have access to their endless uses.

 Ù Digital Literacy X2
AMOUNT: $5,590 EACH | SCHOOL: AWR + SALT BROOK

The amount of digital resources has increased (Think 
Central, RAZ Kids, Big Universe, Newsela, etc.). Students 
throughout the day utilize these resources. The Digital 
Literacy grant provides 10 iPads, keyboards and a cart 
for all grade levels to access. 

 Ù Language Learning Centers Fun
AMOUNT: $1,229 | SCHOOL: SALT BROOK 

Funding for this project provides supplemental Spanish 
and ESL materials for fun, active problem solving centers. 
Language learning centers provide an opportunity for 
students to engage in individual and small group tasks and 
activities that require listening and speaking in Spanish.

 Ù Classroom Design
AMOUNT: $2,122 | SCHOOL: SALT BROOK

This project enhances the learning space in a class-
room focusing on the 21st-century learner, by providing 
a variety of workspace options, creative seating and 
several types of desks. These options allow students to 
take responsibility of their learning while encouraging 
accountability, creativity, problem-solving, initiative 
and growth.


